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Water massage nozzles fixed on the pool, they are ergonomic and adjustable 
and make warm water to moisturize the skin.

substances from pool water and impurities secreted by human body

Product
Advantage.
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Specification Details

Basic Configuration

 

BG-6652

Three U shape Countercurrent swim jets

laminar water flow, much soft and steady compared with normal round swim jets.

water flowing force, strengthen your swim experience and exercise result.



BG-6652A
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BG-6658

Balboa control system - The famous and most advanced controller system

Controller system.

The integrated control system is the key part of the pool, it control water pumps and 
electrical heater, which means it organize water circulation, massage jets and countercurrent 

lights, fountains and waterfall, and other optional electrical parts like pop up speakers 

water temperature, manage water care, and control the interior lighting and hydromassage 

hydromassage jets. 

Micro computer Control system

standard and optional features.

LCD 제어판 보조 컨트롤 패널



Make your work much easier to control every pool function 

control system more intelligent,just as easy as one click on your smart phone with Bluetooth connection, 

Bluetooth

What Is Endless Swimming Pool 

of water flow, swimmers cannot swim to the end of pool, so we called it the endless swimming pool.

capacity compared with normal swim training jets, and water flow speed is adjustable, water speed 

Laminar Swim Machine



BG-6658A
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This swim pool has colorful led lights strips 

bottom plate, half hiding status. It has 7 shift 

LED lights strips



BG-6651

beautiful you wish. 

numerous



THE
WORLD’S
TOP SPA
ENJOYMENT 



BG-6601

massage.

back of people from neck to feet.

Hydromassage Spa Seating



BG-6603
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BG-6602



BG-6605 BG-6607



BG-6608



BG-6610BG-6609



BG-6611

range, speed and pattern that you practice. Tethered swimming builds 
muscle strength by resistance. By incorporating assisted and resisted strength 

What makes tethered swimming different from lifting weights is that muscle 

Swim Tether

Paddle Exercise benefits
water, the more your heart rate will increase, and the more exercise your 

pond or lake with friends, or if you happen to be surfing and paddling in 

Low-impact exercise

workout similar to running, walking, jogging, or biking.

Paddle exercise



Water care is one of the most important thing to maintenance of swim pool, 

With these water care equipment, the continuous water rotation from the 

Water CareBG-6625

Copper ion disinfection
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ease of operation, and simple beauty, each Bigeer pools has been intricately appointed with you 
in mind.

your swimming experience. We look deeper, creating great design that you can see as well as 

2mm Galvanized Steel Frames & ABS base

thermal performance.

BG-6622



BG-6623
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BG-6612

BG-6613



BG-6616

experience.

to the whole body back of people from 
neck to feet.

Massage Jets
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BG-6688
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BG-6660

Under water Lights prefixed at bottom of 

they are prefixed to bring colorful lighting 
affection, especially in the night time. Totally 
7 colors shifting one by one, each of them 
paint the pool water in same wonderful 
color as their own, produce a romantic and 
magic swim experience.

Underwater Light



BG-40000

BG-5000



  

can walk on it without any drop risk.

Pool Cover Acrylic Color Option

Protective skirt

fibers are mixed into new wood materials, and then extruded, molded, injection molded and other 

looking.

Heater



The process of outside glass room projection

BG-8821

Lifting System




